Although the importance of network connectivity is increasingly recognized, identifying synapses remains challenging relative to the routine characterization of neuronal morphology. Thus, researchers frequently employ axon-dendrite colocations as proxies of potential connections. This putative equivalence, commonly referred to as Peters' rule, has been recently studied at multiple levels and scales, fueling passionate debates regarding its validity. Our critical literature review identifies three conceptually distinct but often confused applications: inferring neuron type circuitry, predicting synaptic contacts among individual cells, and estimating synapse numbers within neuron pairs. Paradoxically, at the originally proposed cell-type level, Peters' rule remains largely untested. Leveraging Hippocampome.org, we validate and refine the relationship between axonal-dendritic colocations and synaptic circuits, clarifying the interpretation of existing and forthcoming data. challenge. Even disregarding interindividual diversity or temporal changes and focusing on small volumes of tissue in simpler species, the undertaking remains formidable. Recognizing that these highly expected data may remain a decade or more away, many researchers focus on neuronal morphology to answer the question of where synapses might be. While certain connections may be genetically or developmentally specified, an as-yet-undetermined proportion of synapses appear to form non-selectively between any crossing axonal and dendritic arbors. Accordingly, although individual synapses are contingent on molecular recognition and activity-dependent turnover, the spatial apposition (see Glossary) between axons and dendrites could to a certain degree provide a statistical summary of the connectome.
The identification of neurite overlaps with potential connections was originally proposed over four decades ago by Peters and Feldman for the specific projections from the lateral geniculate nucleus to the granular layer of the primary visual cortex in rats [7] . Twenty-two years later Braitenberg and Schüz broadly extended the idea to all cortical synapses, coining the phrase 'Peters' rule' [6] . The principle, little heralded at its inception, has rapidly gained traction in recent
Trends
Ongoing attempts to map the structural and functional connectivity of the nervous system focus on two separate endeavors: Systems-resolution tracttracing approaches (projectomes) reveal the regional architecture of brain-wide network projections but are blind to individual-neuron details. Synapse-resolution projects (synaptomes) generate rich data but at a much slower pace and only in limited volumes of tissues.
Peters' rule predicts connectivity among neuron types based on the anatomical colocation of their axonal and dendritic arbors, providing a statistical summary of neural circuitry at mesoscopic resolution.
A conceptual extension of Peters' rule has also been applied to assess connectivity at the individual cell and subcellular levels, leading to confusion and disagreement about its correctness.
Recent knowledge bases provide morphological potential-connectivity data, making the original version of Peters' rule testable.
